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 INFO PACK #3 
BAG and NEW Turbo Mega-Flow Mask 
            Set-Up  INSTRUCTIONS   
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Combine with any stationary equipment or exercises including jumping jacks, 
squats, pushups, etc  
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Complete Turbo Oxygen system includes: 
 
Bag, Turbo Mega-Flow Mask plus 2 - bag-mask connector hose adaptors;  
2 - 10 foot connector tubes; 2 - Corks for large connector tubes when not in use, white caps 
to close off O2 inlet bag feeder nipples not being connected to oxygen machines; Y 
connector to split O2 from O2E2 to slow fill bag and sleep simultaneously; 1-14 foot hose to 
feed bag from machine; combined with bag for slow all night or all day fill.  
 
STEP 1 
Hang bag by grommet holes in corners.   Can be hung vertical, horizontal or by all 4 
corners to 9 foot minimum high ceiling.  Double bag over to save floor space but that will 
greatly lessen filling capabilities.  8’ x 4’ or 4’ x 8‘ bag stand option is available. A banner 
hanging stand is optional. Call us to order one. 
 
STEP 2   
Filling the bag. 
 

1. Attach 14, 25 or 50 foot thin smooth bore hose that came with the machine and connect to 

small nipple on bag to fill bag.  Time to fill:  300 liters/per hour using 5 LPM 

2. Add one or more 5 to 10 LPM machines for faster filling. You may also add/connect two or 

three  bags to increase session times or simultaneous multiple users. 

3. Slow or no fill means machine may not be properly connected to hose and/or hose not 

tightly connected to the bag O2 input nipple or pressure relief valve is loose at the bag-to-

valve connection point.  

4. For a slow-fill  8 hour filling overnight or during the day reduce the volume to 1 LPM for 500 

liter bag (8 x60minutes = 480 liters) and 2LPM for 900 liter bag (8 x 120 minutes = 1020 

liters) the pressure relief valve should prevent overfill (a little is ok as it will stretch a bit). 

5. Bag loses volume in 24 hours?  The bags are VERY durable but you may have overfilled it 

and it is leaking. We will send you tape that seals any leak. Often the O2 will leak out the 

feeder hose back into the machine. I never bother but an option is to disconnect the O2 

feeder hose and affix a white cap on the bag O2 input nipple.  

 

1. PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES  

About the bag and its relationship to overfilling stretching and the pressure relief valve.  

The pressure relief valve is to protect the bag from excessive overfilling. When you 

overfill the bag even before the point where the pressure relief valve kicks in, it 

stretches the bag a little.  

The material is extremely strong, and has some give to it. Which is a good thing 

because it can put less internal pressure on the seams and outlets.  

 

So there's nothing wrong with the bag if you over-filled it unless you overfilled it without 

the pressure relief valve and increased the stretch too far and stressed a seam causing 

a slow leak. But, having been stretched and no leak, it will hold even more O2. We can 

send you tape to seal any leak.  

 

You have the option so they stay equally filled, to fill a second bag with a second 
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machine and  connect one bag to the other via a bag to mask large hose and you now 

have 1,800 liters or a very wide margin of error.  1,800 liters PLUS the pressure relief 

valves pretty much guarantees never to over fill the bag(s) PLUS with  1,8000 liters you 

get a much longer session if you wish and do not have to be concerned with filling the 

one bag with enough O2 for one session. It also makes it easier for 2nd person to use 

the system either simultaneously or one after the other as there is way more O2 reserve 

with the double bag system.  

 

Some people prefer to add this  2nd machine and bag system connected to each other 

so we offer a special deal for a 2nd machine and 900 liter bag. 

Some machine’s PSI fills the bag well enough but is not strong enough to trip the relief 

valve. This is a great feature but we have no way to make it dependable, so we use the 

pressure relief valve as fail safe. 

 

2. PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE.  
If you ordered a valve AFTER you received the bag, the copper L has not been glued to the 
bag outlet.  My advice is to use a silicone thick glue 360 degrees around the copper L 
bracket to a large bag outlet  and let the glue dry. Otherwise it may slip off the outlet and/or 
it might be leaking… then attach the valve. .  Open valve all the way counter-clockwise.  
 
For bags where the valve is already added, I have affixed/glued the copper L bracket AND 
VALVE. Make sure the valve is turned maximum counter-clockwise.  

 
If you filled it up and let it sit overnight or all day or days/weeks and noticed it lost some 
volume then: 

1. The pressure relief valve let a little O2 out. This “loss” can be replaced in a minute or 

two or just let the machine(s) keep running while you exercise.  

2. O2 can also leak back out the O2 feeder hose so just use the machine while you 

exercise to offset that. Or cap the feeder hose nipple in between sessions.  

 

The valve works up to 40 PSI meaning up to 4 x 10 LPM 10 PSI or 2 x 10 LPM 20 PSI 

machines at the same time. Make sure the pressure relief valve is open turned 

counterclockwise as far as possible.   

Our Mega-Flow mask is a 200% flow volume improvement over CPAP mask and blue 
holder. PLUS another competitor uses a single hose from the bag split to a double hose 
to the mask. This is illusory as the split single hose will never equal two separate hoses 
from the bag to the Turbo Mega Flow mask. Think splitting a water hose and you get the 
idea. 
 
Turbo Mega-Flow:  Connect 2 large hoses to two of the 6 large bag outlets.  Keep corks in 
large bag  to mask hoses until you are ready to connect the Turbo Mega-Flow mask then 
remove corks to attach mask to hoses via the WHITE ADAPTORS.   
Fit Mask to face, adjust head straps.   Tighten the upper straps first, then the lower ones.  
For some noses, a Breathe Right Strip can open the nostrils to allow more flow. After 
session disconnect mask from hoses and re-plug corks at hose end to save any balance of 
O2.  
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NOTE: 
Keep unit running during session to allow retaining of maximum O2 volume in bag.  After 
session, return cork to large hose end to hold in O2 left in bag.  
 

Y  SPLITTER  OPTION FOR RESTING WHILE WEARINGTHE MEGA FLOW MASK 
ONLY -  NO EXERCISE 

Though it cuts the MEG FLOW MASK O2 flow in half, (much less flow volume is needed 
while resting) it is possible to use a 2 foot CPAP hose from one of the 6 bag outlets to a 
large Y splitter then attaching two hoses from there to a mega flow mask. This can work 
well for resting or when the exercise and breath rate is slow and enough flow volume for 
the reduced volume to be satisfying or for those with small volume demands such as 
children or very small adults. But not sleeping as the Mega Flow Masks may get in the way 
of side or belly sleeping positions. For sleep we recommend a nose cannula. 

 

    GENERAL OVERVIEW  
Bag volume could be to 500-900 liters depending on bag size. You may connect up to 7 
machines to bag's small nipples. How much in the bag you need to fill up is tied to how 
many and whether 5 LPM or 10 PM or even more up to 7 machines are filling it, and how 
long it is being used. How long it lasts depends on how large your lungs are, how fast and 
deep is the breathing and how many others are using the bag at the same time.  
 
If all O2 is not used you may save it for next session and shorter fill time.  If you save O2 
then make sure you plug the small intake supply nipple(s) so as not to leak air out into the 
feeder hose and bottle and room.  
 
If you have a 5 LPM and exercise for 15 minutes you will probably want at least 3 hours for 
fill up, but the bottom line is still how much O2 you use and how fast and deep you breathe.  
Bigger lungs and faster breath rate may require the full 2.5 to 3 hours or 90 minutes for a 
10LPM.  45 minutes for two 10 LPMs. 

 
MEASURING BLOOD OXYGEN 
Many use a pulse oximeter. We sell a lot of them. They are best for resting states, not activity 
states as they are too cumbersome. For exercise we suggest you get a moxymonitor.com . A 
great tool that straps on your thigh and allows you to do most exercises tapped into a smart 
phone. With that you can monitor whether you are overtraining or under training.  
Ask Roger  for my discount 320.296.1010 
 
What about free radicals and antioxidants? 
There are good free radicals and bad ones. Oxygen is a good free radical as it combines with 
singlet molecules to enhance/strengthen healthy cells or neutralize them. Think removing soot 
from burning something. The 3rd oxygen molecule of Ozone/O3 is also a good free radical. For 
more about all that read Flood Your Body with Oxygen by Ed McCabe. Or access 
https://ozonewithoutborders.ngo/     
Think of exercising as making Oxygen “active”.  Oxygen is not only necessary for every cellular 
action in your body, but it also creates healthy free radicals as a byproduct of O2 combustion. 
Antioxidants aid in cellular metabolism as well as enhance these healthy free radicals as well 
as neutralize the unhealthy ones. Strictly speaking the more O2 we uptake the more 
antioxidants we should have but we rarely hear of an oxygen prescribing MD recommending 
antioxidants to anyone on 24/7/365 oxygen.  That may well stem from a traditional medical 

https://ozonewithoutborders.ngo/
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model that often states/believes nutrition doesn’t have much or anything to do with health.  We 
suggest that if you want to optimize your O2 utilization you increase your antioxidants such as 
A, B, C, D, E, Coenzyme Q10, glutathione, germanium, selenium,  super oxide dismutase 
(SOD) and organic sulfur. I alternate with supplements and a smoothie made with several 
antioxidant fresh fruits and veggies such a blueberries, apples, carrots, pineapple etc. Read all 
about that on the juicing page at breathing.com https://breathing.com/blogs/nutrition-and-
digestion/juicing-a-multiple-day-supply 
 
Ask your favorite natural medicine health professional for specific amounts based on blood 
work or an educated guess. If you work out hard or medium it is probably a good idea to take 
some electrolytes such as TRMFIT CLEAN.  You can shop at wellevate.me/michael-white for a 
discount and free shipping over $49.00 order 

 
Altitude training 
For those wishing to add altitude training (which usually adds about 1-2% to your results but 
only IF you are already in tip top athlete condition. Otherwise it is to me, a waste of time and 
money). We  recommend an $80.00 mask that easily adjusts from 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 thousand 
feet. Search "training mask" on Amazon.com  
Note that a local YMCA posts a sign to not use altitude or training masks in their gym. 
 

ALERT:  Did you know that altitude training causes tension in the rib cage and other 
secondary Breathing muscles. That tension restricts breathing volume.  FOR ANYONE.  You 
have a bit more conditioning but your volume (or "engine" size) potentially gets limited due to 
the tensions.  

What we seek is a larger engine that is also better conditioned.  To offset chest tensions as 
well as increase the volume, I highly recommend our Optimal Breathing 
kit.      www.breathing.com/pages/breathing-kit 

 

704.597.6775 ET   10-6  M-F      Mike and Kim                       9/29/2020 
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